“This author is impressive. Her writing style is simple,
yet refined. There are places in the book where she
drops gems of description or dialogue that are genius.”
Necole Ryse -- Author of The Birthright Trilogy and
Pushing Thirty

“Tiffany Christina Lewis delivers another
gripping novel that will keep readers on the edge
of their seats!” Joseph S. Samaniego – Author of
the Carolyngian Age Series

El Jefe
By Tiffany Christina Lewis
Detective Michael Taylor of the Oakland PD
has a decision to make: Should he begin an
investigation against his corrupt lieutenant?
After being given a file of evidence against him,
Michael is expected to act. He knows that after
multiple attempts on his own life, opening this
investigation would put himself, all of his loved
ones and his partner Det. Alex Jamison in
danger.
As Michael contemplates the case, he and
Jamison get a late-night call to the residence of
Mia McDowell, who is found assaulted and
murdered. Although it initially looks like a
breaking and entering, Michael can sense
something isn’t right. Just as his momentum
rises, Lt. Bruce Vega, the corrupt supervisor in
question, arrives on the scene. As the two come
head to head, Michael removes himself from the
situation only to find that he has fueled Lt.
Vega’s fire, and he is now under a month’s
suspension.
Now Michael has to make some choices: will he
investigate Lt. Vega and risk everything or will
he do nothing and risk losing himself?
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The San Francisco Bay Area has created a
dynamic writer with a great love for her home
town and a passion for crime fiction, and her
name is Tiffany Christina Lewis.
Tiffany has been writing since her adolescence
and was honored to have work published for the
first time in 2011. Since then her work has been
featured in many books and online publications.
From fiction to non-fiction, murder to
relationships, Tiffany’s range as a writer is
expansive. Crazy about killing, Tiffany’s favorite
genre to write is Crime Fiction.
Tiffany writes for readers. “It is my job to satisfy
readers. Everything they say about my work is
invaluable. I use it to make myself and my writing better.”
“My style is a little Patterson and a little King. I love short chapters and grossing people out but
the Detectives win at the end of the day. There is lots of gore when I can and I try my damndest
to give those vivid details that make you grimace!”
Tiffany has received four degrees in Early Education, Business and Communications. Tiffany’s
hobbies include reading, gaming with her family, and watching hours of ID Channel shows.
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El Jefe

By Tiffany Christina Lewis

Author Q&A
Where did you get the
idea for this book?
This is the third book in
the series. How long did
the work take to
complete?
This book is based in the
San Francisco Bay Area.
Why did you select this
location?
What drew you into the
crime genre?

Did any of your
inspiration for this book
originate in your real-life
experiences?
Are there any specific
authors whose writing
styles or subject matter
inspired your book?
Do you have another
project in the works? If so,
what is it?
What book are you
reading now?

At this point, the books in this series are fully planned out, so
this story idea came from the other stories. The world of
Michael Taylor is progressing and the coming novels are part
of that natural growth with the characters and settings.
I’m a pretty quick writer. My first draft on this book took
eight months, which compared to book two, is incredibly
fast. Editing started in February of 2019 and continued into
the new year.
For the Michael Taylor series, I plan to base most of the
books in the Bay Area, Oakland specifically. I am from
Oakland so it allows for realism and nostalgia for me. I plan
to partner with researchers for any book out of the area. I am
avid about realism.
My first experience with crime books was with Tess
Gerritsen and it must have been perfect because Rizzoli and
Isles have been inspiring me ever since 2008! Although my
first crime novella has a male main character, it was the
stories from the Rizzoli and Isles series that really got me
interested in writing crime. During the same time, a lot of
true crime shows were being made popular and that did a lot
to feed my fascination with criminals and crimes.
No, I just write what I like in my stories and at this point my
characters are my favorite people so I am happily creating
their world with no real-life experience.
My style and subject matter is close to Patterson. I also love
the kick ass lady characters written by Gerritsen and the
format style of Stephen King. I try to turn up the gore and
gruesome like King as well!
Book 4 in the series is already complete so I will be editing it
soon. I also have five completed manuscripts spanning from
strong female leads to erotic titles. I’m really excited about
my upcoming releases.
Right now, I am reading everything I can by Agatha Christie
and Alex Cross novels by James Patterson. I am also reading
some lesser known authors who I often network with.

Book 1

Book 2

Book 3

The Michael Taylor Series is worth your time!
• Michael Taylor is an African American detective with high moral standards and
admirable behavior. Unlike the negative African American characters portrayed in
many books, TV shows and movies, this character will bring a positive feeling to
those who value African American culture.
• All the secondary characters add to the dimensions in the story. There are characters
that fit many nationalities and orientations which is a direct representation of the
culture and heritage in the Bay Area.
• Oakland is a great setting for crime. It is closely connected to many major cities and
the views are breath taking. Additionally, it has been known as a violent and crime
ridden location. Those from the Bay Area know that Oakland has two sides: the side
where crime thrives, and the side where justice and life thrive. This makes Oakland
a prime location for battles of good and evil.
• El Jefe has two antagonists. They are both very complex and offer readers a chance
to glimpse the battle between good and evil that reside in each of us. Where
Michael only works for justice, our antagonists’ motives are shrouded in their
mixed emotions.
• Crime is popular! In 2012 Investigation Discovery, a channel fully devoted to true
crime shows, was ranked number 3 in its demographic of women ages 25-54. This
book is inspired by the same programming that changed this channels rank from 55
to 3 in just 4 short years.
• The author has a plan for 6 books in this series. It has been shown that the more
quality titles are written for one character, the more fans buy in to the series.

